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Abstract
Urban structure, hard surfaces and shortage of vegetation cause an artificial temperature increase in cities, known
as the urban heat island effect. This paper determines the daily patterns of urban heat in Adelaide, Australia. The
near-surface temperature profile of Adelaide was mapped in 60 journeys alongside a straight cross route
connecting Adelaide Hills to the West Beach between 26 July and 15 August 2013. Results indicate that the most
intense urban-rural temperature differences occurred during midnight in Adelaide. However, the afternoon urban
heat had more temperature variation in the urban area. In the late afternoon, the near-surface urban heat
fluctuates by 2°C within three kilometres and by 1.2°C in just one kilometer. Afternoon heat stress can vary
based on space configurations and urban surface covers. Afternoon heat stress causes the highest heat load on
urban dwellers. A better understanding of daily urban heat variations in cities assists urban policy making and
public life management in the context of climate change.
Keywords: Urban heat island effect, global warming, Adelaide, mobile traverse, heat stress
1. Introduction
Australia is likely to experience 3.8°C increase in its surface temperature by 2090 (CSIRO, 2007). Such
larg-scale warming will have a severe impact on regional and local climate regimes, natural ecosystems, and
human life. In the context of global warming, heat stress can reach up to 10°C in urban settings compared to
their rural counterparts (Erell, Pearlmutter, & Williamson, 2011). Natural landscapes in and around cities are
increasingly replaced by hard and impermeable surfaces (Girardet, 2008; Harden et al., 2014). Urban structure,
hard surfaces and shortage of vegetation cover in cities cause an artificial temperature increase in cities,
commonly known as the urban heat island (UHI) effect (Gartland, 2008; Stone, 2012).
Current UHI scholarship includes extensive macro-scale urban heat mapping in cities worldwide. It also covers
the effect of urban surface covers on the formation of the UHI effect as a nocturnal phenamenon. However, very
limited research is available on daily variations of the urban heat in cities when the UHI effect threatens usability
of outdoor public spaces (Kovats & Hajat, 2008; Nikolopoulou, 2004; Sharifi et al., 2016). In response to
substantial excess heat in cities, people increasingly move into air-conditioned buildings to benefit from indoor
thermal comfort. Resulted anthropogenic heat generated from indoor air-conditioning causes an ever-increasing
outdoor temperature.
In this context, this paper determines daily patterns of urban heat island effect in Adelaide metropolitan area via
mobile traverse method. A better understanding of daily urban heat variations in cities assists urban policy
making and public life management in the context of climate change.
2. The Urban Heat Island (UHI) Effect
Background literature of the UHI effect indicates that such artificial increase of urban temperature occurs
because of changes in energy and water budget in the built environment (Erell et al., 2011; Gartland, 2008;
Karatasou, Santamouris, & Geros, 2006; Oke, 2006b). In the early 19th century, Howard’s urban heat mapping
in London indicates that mean annual temperature (20-years average) in London is 2.5°C higher than its
countryside (1833, p. 32) while the peak air temperature variation of 3°C is recorded during February
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(mid-winter). Similar urban heat stress has been reported in Paris and Vienna by the 20th century (Gartland,
2008; Stewart, 2011).
Macro-scale urban heat investigations contribute mainly to the understanding of the UHI effect mechanism via
comparing city centres and their rural surroundings (Oke, 1987, 1988; Paterson & Apelt, 1989; Tapper, 1990).
Numerous case studies strongly support the relatively higher temperature in highly developed urban areas
including city centres (see a few examples in Table 1). However, the accuracy and applicability of many of these
case studies are under criticism in more advanced urban climate research by highlighting instrumental and
measurement variations (Oke, 2006b; Stewart, 2011).
Gartland (2008, p. 2) enumerates five common characteristics for the UHI effect:
•

UHIs are warmer than their rural surroundings

•

Urban air temperatures get higher due to human-made modifications of urban surface covers

•

The urban-rural temperature differences increase in calm and clear weather (at night time and in winter)

•

More development and less greenery correlate to the intensity of UHIs

•

UHIs create a dome of warmer air above urban cities

Table 1. Reported magnitude of the UHI effect in selected literature since the 1980s
Location
Calgary, Canada
Malmo, Sweden
Essen, Germany
Shanghai, China
Singapore
Melbourne, Australia
Granada, Spain
Athens, Greece
London, UK
Phoenix, USA
Hong Kong, China
Singapore
Phoenix, USA
Adelaide, Australia

Reported UHI intensity (°C)
10.1 (winter)
6 (summer)
7 (maximum)
3-4
8.4 (maximum)
4 (maximum)
6 (winter)
3.1 (summer)
1-3
10 (maximum)
8 (maximum)
5.4 (winter)
0.8 (summer)
3-4

Reference
(Nkemdirim & Truch, 1978)
(Bärring, Mattsson, & Lindqvist, 1985)
(Swaid & Hoffman, 1990)
(Djen, Jingchun, & Lin, 1994)
(Nichol, 1996)
(Morris & Simmonds, 2000)
(Montávez, Rodríguez, & Jiménez, 2000)
(Santamouris et al., 2001)
(Watkins, Palmer, Kolokotroni, & Littlefair, 2002)
(Hawkins, Brazel, Stefanov, Bigler, & Saffell, 2004)
(Giridharan, Lau, Ganesan, & Givoni, 2007)
(Wong & Yu, 2008)
(Lee, Lee, & Wang, 2012)
(Guan et al., 2013)

Heat islands are uneven in their spatial distribution and magnitude (Oke, 2006b; Wong & Yu, 2008), and can
vary based on the space configuration and urban features in smaller scales (Erell et al., 2011). Distribution of
nocturnal UHI effect varies from diurnal heat stress. The magnitude of urban-rural temperature differences is
usually reported to be higher at night time (Runnalls & Oke, 2000). As such the UHI effect is frequently known
as a night time phenomenon in urban climatology (Arnfield, 2003; Erell et al., 2011; Gartland, 2008; Ichinose,
Matsumoto, & Kataoka, 2008; Oke, 1988, 2006a; Yow, 2007).
UHI literature indicates that the urban-rural temperature differences start to develop during the day under clear
sky due to the maximum chance of solar gain (Arnfield, 2003; Ashie, 2008; Erell, 2008; Gartland, 2008;
Karatasou, Santamouris, & Geros, 2006; Oke, 1987, 1988, 2006b; Ryu & Baik, 2012; Tapper, 1990; Yow, 2007).
Calm weather conditions cause the warm air to be withheld in the built environment for an extended time
(Gartland, 2008; Morris, Simmonds, & Plummer, 2001; Oke, 2006b; Wong & Yu, 2008). Urban structure,
surface materials, metabolism and lack of adequate landscape are cited as key contributors to the UHI effect
(Gartland, 2008; Oke, 2006b). Due to the heat-trapping urban structure and surface covers, the stored heat
remains in the built environment during the night (Erell et al., 2011; Gartland, 2008; Rizwan, Dennis, & Liu,
2008) and causes the urban areas to have extended heat stress at night.
2.1 Scales and Metrics of the UHI Effect
The importance of scale in UHI research has been emerged after the development of remote sensing thermal
imagery in the 1980s. Remote sensing has added surface temperature mapping to the conventional air
temperature measurement in UHI research (Arnfield, 2003; Gartland, 2008). To date UHI studies are represented
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in three m
major scales: suurface layer (surface materiaal scale), canopy layer (buildding and public space scale)) and
boundary llayer (city scalle) (Arnfield, 22003; Erell et aal., 2011; Oke, 1988, 2006b)).
2.1.1 Urbaan Surface Layyer
The surfacce layer UHI studies
s
focus oon the surface material’s imm
mediate heat trransfer. The U
UHI effect is highly
dependentt on thermal beehaviour of suurface materialls and their exxposure to solaar radiation. B
Buildings’ enve
elope
surfaces (rrooftops and faacades) and oppen spaces’ covvers have a rannge of physicaal and thermal pproperties (spe
ecific
heat, material density, mass,
m
albedo, em
missivity and tthermal diffusiivity). They allso have a rangge of exposure time
to the sunllight. While anny isolated maaterial has a coomplex heat exxchange with its surroundinng environment, the
combinatioon of surface materials in aan urban settinng make the system more ccomplex (Erelll, 2008; Karatasou,
Santamourris, & Geros, 2006;
2
Yow, 20007). Thereforee, a large bodyy of the UHI efffect research reflects the surface
materials iin urban surfaace layer. The urban surfacee layer is also known as lam
minar boundaryy layer of the built
environmeent. The UHI effect
e
in urbann surface layerr tends to maxximise under a clear sky in tthe early afterrnoon
(see Figuree 1).
2.1.2 Urbaan Canopy Layyer
Emitted heeat from urbann surfaces is m
mixed through convection annd affects the aair temperaturee above the su
urface
layer. At tthe scale of buuildings and ppublic spaces, the urban secttion limited beetween the surrface layer and the
canopy off trees or up too the skyline of buildings is regarded as urrban canopy laayer (Arnfieldd, 2003; Erell et
e al.,
2011). Thee urban canopyy layer is also known as the turbulent surfface layer in w
which the therm
mal characterisstic is
directly afffected by the surface materiials heat flux. The urban caanopy layer is also highly deependent on th
he air
turbulencee patterns in thhe built enviroonment (Oke, 1987). The geeometry of urbban canyons ((linear open sp
paces
such as sttreets), the asppect ratio of oopen spaces ((height to widdth ratio), landd cover materrials such (asp
phalt,
hard-landsscapes, grass cover,
c
water annd tree) and w
wind flow affeect the urban hheat accumulaation in the ca
anopy
layer. The UHI effect in urban canopy layer tends to be maximum in calm and cllear weather esspecially in the
e late
afternoon and early nighht (Johnson et aal., 1991).
2.1.3 Urbaan Boundary Layer
L
Emitted heeat from urbann surface layeer mixes via aiir turbulence iin urban canoppy layer and aabove. Resulte
ed air
mixture shhapes a dome of warm air oover the urban areas which iis referred to aas the urban boundary layer. The
formation of warm air dome
d
over built-up areas is bbecause of thee blending effeect of local airr above the canopy
layer (Okee, 1987; Tappeer, 1990; Thatccher & Hurley,, 2012). The hheight of such a warm air dom
me can reach up to
1500 meteers above the urban
u
surfaces at midnight w
while it is norm
mally around 5000 meters in ruural vicinities in
i the
early mornning (Harman & Belcher, 2006; Morris & S
Simmonds, 20000; Oke, 20066b; Souch & G
Grimmond, 200
06).

Figure 1. The UHI effe
fect is identifiabble in the urbaan skin layer, uurban canopy layer and urbann boundary lay
yer,
each withh specific characteristics, conntributing elem
ments and poteential sub-layerrs. Redrawn annd modified ba
ased
on (Saillor, 2015, p. 2772)
ments,
The bounddary layer incluudes three subb-layers: immediately above uniform land ccover features with tall elem
there is ann interacting up-down
u
trendd in warm air elevation, maatching with thhe physical rooughness elem
ments,
which is referred to as roughness
r
sub--layer. This rooughness sub-llayer is being m
moderated by local wind flo
ow at
an elevatioon of four to five
f
times that of the averagee of buildings.. The second ssub-layer is refferred to as inertial
surface suub-layer. The air temperaturre in the inerttial surface suub-layer is noot affected by individual su
urface
materials, but it is affected by the urbban surface composition andd land cover tyypologies. Thee third sub-lay
yer of
the urban boundary layeer is mixed subb-layer, whichh is formed aboove the inertiaal surface sub-layer. In the mixed
m
layer, the tthermal characcteristics of thee air are no lonnger the directt result of the m
materials belloow, but the mixture
of thermall characteristiccs of inertial ssurface (sub) llayers and loccal wind flowss (Oke, 1987; Sailor, 2015) (see
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Figure 2 ffor a schematiic illustration of UHI layerss). The urban boundary layeer tends to maaximise during
g the
midnight w
when the hotteer air elevates tto higher altituudes.
As the scaale increases, the
t UHI effectt is moderatedd by air turbuleence through cconvection. Thhus, the UHI effect
e
variabilityy decreases witth an increase in spatial scale (Erell et al., 2011; Priyadaarsini, 2009). IIt is likely to detect
d
more tempperature differrences betweeen North and South sides oof a building facade than tw
wo different urban
u
features inn a precinct (strreetscape versuus park).
Scale and layeers in the UHII research. Ass the scale inccreases, the U
UHI effect getss moderated by
b air
Table 2. S
turbulencee.
Scale

layer

Micro

Skin layerr

Micro-locaal

Canopy laayer

Airr temperature

Local

Roughnesss (sub)
layer
Inertial suurface
(sub) layeer
Mixed (suub)
layer

Airr temperature

Local
Macro

Foccused
tem
mperature
Surrface
tem
mperature

Airr temperature
Surrface and air
tem
mperature

Focused eleements
Open Spacee skin
Building roooftops
Building faccades
Open spacess between builldings
Public spacees
streetscapess
Land cover feature classess
Urban preciincts
Warm wavees of air over taall elements
of a uniform
m surface
Blended waarm air over unniform
surfaces
Land use claasses
Urban regioons

Dimension ran
nge
(approximate))
1-10 m
10-103 m

102-103 m
102-103 m
103-105 m

The UHI vvertical layers are not static and can vary iin depth in daiily cycle. Figuure 2 shows thaat the depth off skin
layer can bbe very low (a few centimetrres due to the hhigh thermal reesistance of thhe air) and is highly dependent on
the direct and diffuse solar
s
radiation and materialss’ thermal speecifications. The depth of thhe canopy lay
yer is
measured via the physiccal elements off the built enviironment not tthe volume of warm air. How
wever, the inte
ensity
of air tempperature in cannopy layer reaaches its maxiimum in the laate afternoon, when the urbaan canopy is being
b
exposed too the solar raddiation for manny hours. The urban boundaary layer, how
wever, reaches its highest volume
during thee evening, wheen the warm aiir elevated throough the loweer atmosphere and forms thee dome of warm
m air
all over thhe urban area (Gartland, 20008; Oke, 1987; Sailor, 2015). The non-uurban boundarry layer waxess and
wanes diurrnally, with itss maximum at tthe time of maaximum surfacce heating.

Figure 2. Schematic
S
dailly variations inn urban climatee layer and urbban boundary llayer
3. Method
ds
Despite thhe consensus existence
e
of thhe UHI effect in urban areaas, a wide rangge of values iss reported for UHI
magnitudee. Such variatioon among repoorted UHI effe
fect exists partiially due to a variety of meaasurement metthods
and scaless (Stewart, 20111). To date, thhe UHI scholarrship uses fivee methods to m
measure the UH
HI effect inclu
uding
fixed statioons, mobile traaverse, remotee sensing, vertiical sensing annd energy balaance (Gartland,, 2008). As Ta
able 3
reveals, eaach measurem
ment method m
may reveal diifferent UHI intensities, shhowing that suurface temperature
remote seensing tends to indicate hhigher UHI intensity com
mpared with long-term and air temperature
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measurem
ments.
Table 3. T
The magnitude of the UHI efffect varies bassed on methodds of data colleection and typee. Developed based
b
on (Rizwaan et al., 2008, p. 123).

Tokyoo,
Japann
Atlannta,
USA
Seoull,
Koreaa

Methodd 1
Data
collectiionme
methodd
Mobilee
traversee
Modellled
Weatheer
station

Data type
Surfaace
temperature
Surfaace
temperature
Air
temperature

Repported
UH
HI effect
(°C
C)
8.0
1.2
3.4

M
Method 2
D
Data
collection
m
method
S
Satellite
ddata
M
Modelled
S
Satellite
ddata

D
Data type
S
Surface
teemperature
A
Air
teemperature
S
Surface
teemperature

Reported
UHI effectt
(°C)
12.0
0.6
8.0

U effect tendds to be higherr during calm and sunny weeather in winteer (Gartland, 2008).
The magnitude of the UHI
mate, an urban heat
To investiigate the variaations in near--surface air teemperature in a city with teemperate clim
measurem
ment was done in Adelaide iin winter 20133. The urban nnear-surface teemperature proofile of Adela
aide’s
metropolittan area was measured
m
alonggside a straighht route conneccting Adelaidee Hills and the West Beach. Total
60 mobilee traverse proffiles were recoorded during 12 sunny andd partly cloudyy days betweeen 26 July an
nd 15
August 20013 (see Figuree 3 for the traverse path). Eacch journey lastt 30-35 minutees depending oon the local traffic.

Figure 3. M
Mobile traversse path to meassure UHI effecct in Adelaide iin winter 20133 (Map data: A
AEROmetrex, 2015;
2
Googlle Earth, 2015))
3.1 The M
Mobile Traversee Method
Because oof the limited availability oof fixed stationns in appropriiate locations and the high cost and logistics
requiremennts for temporrary fixed stations, the mobille traverse metthod is an econnomical and faast way to draw
w the
UHI profiile of a city (Gartland,
(
20008; Yow, 2007). In mobilee traverse metthod, a portabble weather sttation
measures aair temperature and in some cases relativee humidity wheen moving throough predeterm
mined paths. Mode
M
of transpoortation can vaary based on the scale andd accuracy of investigation. Macro-scale studies use public
transport oor cars as the mean of transsportation (Saiitoh, Shimada,, & Hoshi, 19996; Iain Dougglas Stewart, 2000;
2
Yamashitaa, 1996), wherreas micro-scaale investigatoors use walkinng or cycling ffor moving thhrough urban paths
p
(Spronkenn-Smith & Okee, 1998).
In both sittuations, the duuration of eachh experiment iis a critical facctor since the w
weather condittions might ch
hange
during thee experiment. A majority of mobile traversse measuremennts last for a m
maximum of aan hour to decrease
the effect of weather vaariations (Garttland, 2008). However, eveen within an hhour, urban m
microclimates might
m
noticeablyy change. In thhis experimennt the near-surrface air temperature was m
measured durinng journeies in
n the
early afterrnoon (14:00–14:35), mid-affternoon (16:10–16:45), latee afternoon (188:00–18:35), eearly night (21
1:00–
21:35) andd midnight (222:45–23:20). R
Recorded data were moderaated against offficial weather data of Austrralian
84
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Bureau off Meteorologyy at Rosewortthy station (ID
D: 023122). R
Roseworthy staation is locateed 56km North of
Adelaide C
CBD. Therefoore, its data w
were used to annalyse the pattterns of urbann heat in Adelaide metropolitan.
Weather daata were used to correct the rrecorded tempperatures durinng the mobile trraverse journeeys.
Tcorrected = Trecorded - ΔTloocal

weather variatioon

(1)

The near-ssurface tempeerature was meeasured via ann EXTECH R
RHT10 hygrom
meter data loggger with mag
gnetic
stand. Thee data logger unit
u was installed 1200 mm aabove the grouund surface on a 200mm polee on the left side of
a passengeer car, and waas covered by a white paper tube to prevent the rapid efffect of solar rradiation. Dry--bulb
temperaturre and relativee humidity werre recorded evvery 10 secondds and averageed every minutte. Each journey of
16.3 km toook 30-35 minnutes to compleete depending on the local trraffic. Duplicaated data were cleaned afterw
wards
to remove inevitable trafffic light stopppages. Recordeed temperaturees were correctted based on teemperature cha
anges
during the journeys measured at Rosew
worthy station (see Figure 3)).
The other limitation off the mobile trraverse methood is related too the temperaature sensors. The mobile travel
weather seensor is comm
monly fixed on a moving objeect such as a ccar or a bicyclee. When the seensor is adjustted at
the height of 1200-15000mm above thhe ground, the measurementt can be influeenced by rouggh surfaces suc
ch as
asphalt or paving. Thereefore, the sensor is usually ffixed on the m
moving vehicle at the height of 2000m. Alsso, to
get a trusteed measuremeent, the sensor needs to be heeld in each datta recording loocations for a ffew minutes, which
w
increases tthe duration off the UHI measurement. Loccal traffic can aalso influence the measurem
ment timespan in the
mobile travveller method..
4. Results
e
end off Kensington R
Road in Adelaaide Hills, andd continued inn a straight lin
ne to
Journeys bbegan at the eastern
Wakefield Road and Grrote Street in tthe city centre of Adelaide, and finished aat the western end of Sir Do
onald
Bradman D
Drive at Adelaaide’s West Beach. Recordedd near-surface aair temperaturre along the traavel path are sh
hown
in Figure 44.
Assessmennt of recorded data against w
weather data off the Australiann Bureau of M
Meteorology’s R
Roseworthy sttation
indicates that the centrral part of A
Adelaide CBD experienced higher tempeerature differeences compare
ed to
suburban aareas during all
a measuremennts (see Figure 4). The nearr-surface urbann heat has an even curved shape
s
with a peaak value of 5.99 °C in its centtre during middnight (comparred to Rosewoorthy station daata). Therefore
e, the
Adelaide metropolitan area represennts an urban hheat island, inn which storeed heat duringg the afternoo
on is
dischargedd to the atmospphere with a deelay of up to siix hours.
The urbann heat profile during
d
the earlyy night has moore thermal fluuctuation alongg the travel patth, especially at
a the
eastern annd western bouundaries of thee city centre. S
Such thermal ffluctuations reesulted in up tto 1°C near-surface
temperaturre differences in very short ddistances of leess than one kiilometre from the city centree. More fluctu
uation
is visible iin early and laate afternoon uurban heat proffiles when up to 2°C temperrature differennces are recorded in
CBD vicinnities.

Figure 4.. Averaged neaar-surface tem
mperature proffile of Adelaidde measured bbetween 26 Juuly and 15 Aug
gust
2013 via mobile traaverse methodd during five 331-minute jouurneys (N=60))
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As Figure 5 and Table 4 show, the neaar-surface urban heat in Adeelaide (comparred to Rosewoorthy station) alters
a
from a minnimum of 1.5°°C in the early afternoon to a maximum off 5.9°C in midnnight during a typical winterr day.
Heat load accumulates during
d
the afteernoon in the built environm
ment and is discharged to thhe atmosphere with
delay during the night. However,
H
suchh heat accumuulation is not sseen in the urbban profile duuring the aftern
noon,
when openn spaces are exposed
e
to thee solar radiatiion. This show
ws the contribution of storeed heat release
e and
reduced loongwave coolinng in urban heat in Adelaide.

Figurre 5. Relative neat-surface
n
uurban heat islaand effect of A
Adelaide metrropolitan (eastt-west profile))
between 26 July annd 15 August 2013 (N=60)
In the late afternoon, thee near-surface urban heat fluuctuates by 2°C in three kiloometres and byy 1.2°C in just one
kilometre. Guan et al. (22013) argue thhat such variattions occur maainly due to thhe existence of parklands arround
the Adelaiide CBD, whicch has considerrably higher uurban greenery compared to bboth the CBD and most subu
urban
areas. How
wever, Guan ett al. (2013) do not provide anny explanationn for small-scaale thermal varriations in the CBD
and suburbban areas. Meeanwhile, as F
Figure 5 also iillustrates thatt the cooling eeffect of urbann greenery is more
significantt during the latte afternoon (im
mmediately affter sunset).
Table 4. D
Descriptive anaalysis of averaaged urban heaat patterns in A
Adelaide metroopolitan area, measured betw
ween
26 July annd 15 August 2013 with mobiile traverse meethod (east-weest path; N=60)).

Mean
Standardd Error
Median
Standardd
Deviatioon
Sample V
Variance
Skewnesss
Minimum
m UHI
Maximuum UHI

E
Early
afternoonn
(°°C)
1.93
0
0.02
1.88
0
0.31

Mid-afteernoon
(°C)
3.15
0.03
3.34
0.40

Latte afternoon
(°C))
4.622
0.055
4.588
0.666

Early night
(°C)
4.78
0.03
4.83
0.36

Midnightt
(°C)
5.30
0.03
5.41
0.40

00.09
0
0.38
1.47
2
2.73

0.16
-0.62
2.30
3.75

0.444
0.088
3.400
5.811

0.13
-0.60
3.93
5.37

0.16
-0.33
4.56
5.90

5. Discusssion
Heat islannds are unevenn in their spatiial distributionn and magnituude (Oke, 20066b; Wong & Y
Yu, 2008), and
d can
vary basedd on the spacee configuratioon and urban ffeatures in sm
maller scales (E
Erell et al., 20011). Although
h the
nocturnal UHI effect iss concentratedd in highly urbbanised areas such as city centres, the ddaytime urban heat
follows diffferent patternns, and it may hhave very highh magnitudes iin some urbann settings, loweer intensity in other
areas, and in some casess negative valuues in park coool islands. Adeelaide has a unnique urban strructure with a CBD
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surrounded by parklands and outer suburban areas. Recent research on the urban heat in Adelaide suggests that
the existence of parklands is effectively mitigate the urban heat of the CBD (Clay et al., 2016; Guan et al., 2013).
The midnight urban heat in Adelaide has the most intense temperature differences (urban-airport) in Adelaide
(refer to the higher values of mean, minimum, and maximum in Table 4). However, the afternoon urban heat has
more temperature variance (point-to-point variation), especially during the late afternoon (refer to higher values
of sample variance, standard deviation, and skewness in Table 4).
The averaged near-surface urban heat was the highest in Adelaide during the midnight traverses. However, the
6°C higher temperature during winter nights, when the suburban temperature may be as low as 9°C, is not a
threat (in fact, it could be an advantage). Nevertheless, the midnight urban heat could be a threat during summer
heatwaves with midnight minimum temperatures of more than 30°C. The afternoon urban heat may be even
more harmful during summer when solar radiation is more intense, days are longer, and the temperature profile
is considerably higher than winter. The 2.4°C temperature variations in the late afternoon could make an
acceptable outdoor thermal environment uncomfortable to attend, or push the boundaries of thermal discomfort
towards stronger heat stress (the pilot study had been done in winter due to the higher probability of urban heat).
The near-surface urban heat measurement in Adelaide indicate that:
•
Due to urban geometry, some urban spaces store more heat compared to others. Such heat load variations
may occur over walking distances (500-1000 m) in urban spaces with different spatial configurations.
•
The urban heat is lower during the afternoon compared to midnight. However, near-surface temperature
fluctuation is higher during the afternoon.
•
The afternoon urban heat could be more harmful to humans during summer, although it provides better
thermal comfort conditions during the winter.
6. Policy implication
This mobile traverse urban heat study of Adelaide supports the argument of heat stress variability in the built
environment during daily cycles and within short distances. The UHI measurements are commonly performed
during the night – when the urban-rural temperature differences are at their maximum. Thus, they fall short in
addressing the issue of excess heat stress on human participants. However, having thermally comfortable urban
microclimates is a fundamental characteristic of healthy and vibrant public spaces (Gehl, 2010, 2011). Therefore,
urban planning professionals and decision makers are required to consider diurnal heat stress alongside nocturnal
urban heat islands in planning healthy cities.
Results of this study suggest that the maximum urban heat stress occurs during the afternoon when both overall
temperature and daily urban heat are at their peak. Such daily heat stress in canopy layer decreases in urban
parklands and near water bodies. However, daily heat stress peaks in hard-landscapes urban settings. Thus, urban
greenery and surface water can assist achieving more liveable and healthy urban environments.
7. Conclusions
Diurnal heat stress varies in the built environment during daily cycles and within short distances. The midnight
urban heat in Adelaide had the most intense urban-rural temperature differences in winter. However, the
afternoon urban heat has more temperature variation (point-to-point variation), especially during the late
afternoon. The highest temperatures were recorded during the early afternoon (summer urban heat might be
different). If similar patterns occur during summer heatwaves, the afternoon heat stress can cause significant
outdoor thermal discomfort. The highest urban heat was recorded in the western industrial-residential suburbs
that have less vegetation and more hard surfaces.
Diurnal heat stress in canopy layer decreases in urban parklands and near water bodies. However, daily heat
stress peaks in hard-landscapes urban settings. Thus, urban greenery and surface water can assist achieving more
liveable and healthy urban environments. A better understanding of daily urban heat variations in cities assists
urban policy making and public life management in the context of climate change.
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